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FOREWORD

Praise the presence of Allah SWT, who continuously pours His mercy and
grace to us all, so International Syimposium with theme "Cyber crime:
seen from various perpectiver of science and seminar result of research
community services", can be done well so this Proceeding can be
published. The theme was chosen with the reason to give the academic
world attention in various scientific perspectives about the importance
of cyber crime that still beum the attention of many people, including
the world of college.
Researchers of higher education have produced much research both
national and international research results related to issues of education,
economics, language, communication and politics in facing the era of
globalization, but still many have not been disseminated and published
widely, accessible to people in need. On the basis of this, National
Seminar The results of this research became one of the national
Academics event to present their research, as well as exchange
information and deepen the problem of research, and develop
sustainable cooperation.
The seminar was attended by researchers from various fields of science
from various universities in North Sumatra and other areas outside
North Sumatera, which discussed various fields of study in economics,
communications and politics in order to provide ideas and solutions to
strengthen Indonesia's role in global competition and strengthen
national identity.
Finally, we would like to thank the Head of the Muslim University
Nusantara Al Washliyah, the Speakers, the Speakers, the Participants,
the Organizing Committee, and the Sponsors who have sought to
succeed the International Seminar on the Results of this Research. May
Allah SWT give His blessings to all of us.

Medan,   Pebruari 2018

Nelvitia Purba, SH, M.Hum, Ph.D

chairman of the committee
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ELEMENTS OF CHARACTER COMMUNICATIVE
OF CHARACTER SI MARDAN

Rosmawati Harahap
Univesitas Muslim Nusantara Al Washliyah

dahlanrahmawati59@gmail.com

Abstract

The purpose of this study would like to describe the nine elements of the folklore
character of Si Mardansebagai didactic infrastructure of the nation of Indonesia. The
method of research is descriptive qualitative method which is run by observation,
questionnaire, interview, document study. The object of his research is the legend of Si
Mardan legend contained in the text. The results of this research are nine elements of Si
Mardan folklore character that serves as didactic infrastructure in Malay folklore. The
elements of the nation's character in the Si Mardan folklore are (1) the value of honesty,
(2) the value of tolerance (3) the value of discipline (d) the value of hard work, (5)
independent, (6) the value of curiosity, (7) the value of love homeland (8) friendly values,
and (9) romantic. This means that the character of the nation's character in the story of Si
Mardan is not the same as the 18 elements of Indonesian character. Si Mardan's
character fails in building values: (1) relegius, (2) responsibility, and (3) democratic.
This is because Si Mardan is not proficient in ethics in accordance with the teachings of
Islam and the Malay society as reflected in some advice and wise advice conveyed by
Tuan Taha to Si Mardan who have embraced Islam.Pencerminan importance of honor
the value of life of Malays who is adab Melayu listed in (2) "The rich are sprinkled with
the treasure of the noble one with the spirits", and (3) "The nation of the mind, the
corrupted nation of the mind. Si Mardan has been to attack her mothers as cybercrime.

Keywords: folklore, mardan's character, communicative.

I. INTRODUCTION
Harahap (2015) appealed

that the literary activists of the
literary works of the authors of North
Sumatra be published. Many writers
and writers from North Sumatra are
not as well known from Java as Agus
Sarjono, Massardi (1016). Whereas
the literary activists of the
archipelago and the Malay culture
have many authors who are
domiciled in Medan City. Ok Sahril
and Shafwan Hadi Umry, Tiflatul
Husna, Chairani is the folktale writer
of North Sumatra. Ok Sahril has
become the person referred to the
document the story of Si Mardan.
Legende the occurrence of Si
Mardan island in the coastal area of
the Asahan River in Tanjungbalai

City. Si Mardan story is related to
the character of the story character
that reflects the character of the
nation that must be imitated the next
generation.Course there is a
character story that do not need
imitated Indonesian students because
it deviates from some of the
character of the nation that is
implemented by the character of the
story of Si Mardan. Character
building development in 2010-2025.
Education unit capacity of coaching
and character development of
students which is done formally in
the school environment. The
empowerment can be done through:
(a) regulations on integrating
character learning in all subjects; (b)
enhancing the capacity of schools as
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a vehicle for character education
through teacher training; (c)
providing learning resources related
to student character development, (d)
giving awards to educational units
that have succeeded in developing a
culture of character. Characteristics
of learning which is a conscious
effort, planning, ethics integrated in
KI-1, KI-2, KI-3, and KI-4 of
learning process. The people story Si
Mardan is the appropriate learning
media Indonesian Curriculum start at
elementary, junior high, high school /
vocational / MA. Learning stock
resources related to the effort of
character development of students
can be done through folklore Si
Mardan and Si Malin Kundang
(Umar Yunus, 1989). Learning moral
ethics of parents and implicit in the
text of the story. The character
building of Indonesia is included in
the law 2012. This area already
includes elements of individual
characters universally.

Table1: characters
universally
1.Peace
2. Respect
3.Cooperation
4.Freedom
5.Happiness
6.Honesty
7.Humility
8.Compassion
9.Responsibility
10.Simplicity
11.Tolerance
12.Unity
In the fairy tale there should be 12
universal characters to be loaded
(peace, respect, cooperation,
freedom, happiness, honesty,
humility, compassion, responsibility,
simplicity, tolerance, unity). While
eighteen characters of Indonsesia
people are still trying to be
characteristic of the nation's

character based on the philosophical
Pancasila Basic State of RI that
fostering NKRI. Character that is
commonly known to teachers or
educators in Indonesia. Characters:
religious, honest, tolerance,
discipline, hard work, creative,
independent, democratic, curiosity,
spirit of nationality, love of the
homeland, appreciate achievement,
love peace, friendship /
communicative, love reading, caring
environment, , responsibility should
be implicit and integrated in the
Education Curriculum Indonesian
character is essentially dimensions
are spiritual, morals, and values.
Thus the behavioral performance a
person is judged by the nature of
religious values, morals, and values
in accordance with Pancasila
philosophy. Therefore the
researchers measure the moral value
of the story character of Si Mardan is
based on values based on Pancasila
philosophy. The ethics contained in
the living practice of living in
Indonesia adjusted with the second
precepts of a just Humanity and
civilized. Thus someone is entitled to
assess the actions of a person in
Indonesia on the basis of the
philosophical value of Pancasila

Ethics in folklore and
character education. Every human
being has ethics but everyone's
ethical level is not the same. The
ethics of a person is seen when he
behaves and behaves in everyday
life. In behaving and behaving in
society can not be separated from the
spotlight of the surrounding
community. This is because ethics is
related to morals. Norms in society
should be adhered to in society.

II.A REFERENCES
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Adab in Malay Stories The location
of Si Mardan's story is in Malay
Region, Malay cosmology can be
adapted to Malay custom. Normative
norms are the benchmarks of
behaviors that are accepted as normal
forms of behavior in living together.
These rules are external references
that are enforced under mutual
agreement. The practice of rules
depends heavily on social
expectations and the agreement of
those who practice these rules. If it is
agreed that challenges,
circumstances, and times have
changed, existing standards or rules
can easily adapt to changes whenever
necessary, such as the Malay saying:
"Adat grows upon consensus, adat
turns to agreement" (Syaifuddin,
2015 ).
The meaning of all cultural customs
norms that become external
guidelines of Malays is the result of
community agreement, if to change it
also required agreement, except the
customs that are based on Al-Quran
and sunna rasul. On the contrary, the
concept of mind is an internal value
concept that contains a belief system
consistent with the religious
teachings it embraces. Malay people
about the important, useful, and ideal
things that are shared by them. The
things that are real are considered
very important because they have a
quality coveted by all members of
the community. This value is
something learned and systematically
planted in a person by family,
school, and other community
institutions. According to Value is a
form of belief that is eternal and not
eroded by the times. Because of this
nature, the value of kebudian
becomes a permanent base value in
determining the standards of right or
wrong behavior. Including

determining the important things in
Malay life from time to time. The
level of internalization and
implementation of these values may
vary from person to person or from
one generation to another. However,
the existence of the basic values of
the mind remains a fundamental
foundation that is internal to the
Malays (Syaifuddin, 2015).

The concept of mind appears
to be its basic value and has become
a foothold of centuries-old Malay
behavior into this concept of
energizing and energizing reference
up (elan vital) Malays. The values
then constitute the most important
link in exploring and tracing the
ideas and heritage systems of Malay
thought since the heyday of
Sriwijaya, both Palembang, Jambi,
and Muara Takus (Riau), until the
end of the Malay Muslim kingdoms
in the archipelago. From the analysis
of Malay cultural observers that the
ideals of Malay life to achieve glory,
honor, civilization, and glory as a
nation lies in the achievement of
reason. This affirmation is reflected
in the proverb (1) "White bones of
the soil, good mind is remembered"
which reflects the value of honor of
Malay life; (2) "The rich are covered
with the treasure of the noble one
with the spirits", and (3) "The nation
of the mind, the corrupt nation of the
mind" which shows the glory and
civilization of the nation must be
based on the attainment of the mind.
The word in fact is not only an
important concept of Malay society
in East Sumatra. Non-Malays are
also like the Angkola, Mandailing,
Batak Toba alongside the Malay
Tribe in the Simalungun area with a
variety of other ethnicities in the
archipelago of Nusantara
(Indonesia), Java, Sunda, and
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Ternate. In Malay Communications
Philosophy Book (Venus, 2015)
explained that the concept of mind
has an important dimension, the
aspects of feeling (heart) and mind.
In addition, he has described the
placement of mind as a value in
Malay society. In this section, we
will explore more about the
dimensions more comprehensively.

In the treasury of the proverb
and the expression of Malay, the
word budi has various meanings,
among them; (l) glory or wisdom, as
in the proverb, "The rich man is a
treasure-sprinkled, the noble one is
sprinkled"; (2) morals, as stated in
the proverb, "Budi beautiful noble
temperament" or "Although science
is upright, not virtuous what is the
point"; (3) good deeds, for example
in the expression "cultivate", "return
the favor", or "Rude do not ask for
change" or phrases such as "Destroy
the body of the soil, the mind well
remember"; (4) reason, as expressed
in the statement of "Mind" or "The
Sea of Illusion"; (5) deals with
feelings, courtesies, and hospitality,
as in the statement "Budi elegantly
agrees" or "The beautiful beautiful is
basa"; adapt and act, among them in
proverbs; (6) well-performing and
acceptable skills, as expressed in the
statement "Life is virtuous, where to
go here is awkward".

The definition of mind as
glory reflects the notion of the
concept of the mind and the most
basic, that is as a respectable and
valuable circumstances. Glory is
strongly related to morals, or
temperament, or act in life. The
essence of living in the Malay idea
system is action or deed. Human
living is defined as a human being
who acts or acts. The value of man
will be determined by the actions he

does in his life. Man who does good
and directs his life to create life
together is called a virtuous man.
Conversely, a person who can not do
good with his neighbor or can not
reciprocate regarded as a person who
is not virtuous. Doing good is the
essence of the concept of mind. Life
is doing good. Malay people teach
people not to hesitate to do good
(planting mind) towards other people
or fellow creatures (better fellow
people, worthy of fellow creatures).
They must also understand that
human beings are well-knit creatures
and multiplicity coherensive
(Yudhistira, 2016). Malay people
believe that every good deed will be
rewarded well.

III. RESEARCH METHODS
Research Methods and

Approaches The use of method in
this research is analytical descriptive
method. The study presents data
based on oral and written sources
(Ratna, 2010). which is generated
empirically. Sometimes researchers
discuss the author who became the
main data source. Ok Sahril is the
author of a book about North
Sumatra folklore that contains the
story of Si Mardan. The results of the
study are described and analyzed and
interpreted in accordance with the
theory of the development of folklore
material.

This study is descriptive
qualitative because the data are
extracted from the literature
documents ditriangulasikan to the
author of the story of the people of Si
Mardan.Dalam preparation of this
research steps that the author is: (1)
reading the text of the fairy tale to be
studied; (2) translating the story of
the Si Mardan folklore. This step is
done to be able to understand the
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existing story in the literary works as
a whole and to understand at a glance
the intrinsic elements contained
therein. Approach to understand it
then the researcher uses analytical
techniques with structuralism and
semantic approaches.

Structuralism approach is
equated with an objective approach
in studying literature, literature
approach (research) that emphasizes
the study of relationships among the
elements (intrinsic). The extrinsic
part is analyzed in the story of Si
Mardan. The reference book used to
identify the text of the story of Si
Mardan characterized by an ungodly
child in terms of a written text of Si
Maran's attitudes when meeting with
Mother Inang Tagor; the book of
research method of Panuti Sudjiman
(1988) entitled Understanding
Precision Stories, and Jabrohim
(2005) entitled Literary Research
Methodology. Researchers also
conducted qualitative research steps
conducted to collect thesis data Form
Analysis, Themes and Values
(Harahap, 2012). 2. Intruments of
data collection are done in stages:
observation by doing to precede data
collection in order to get a proper
picture of the object of research.
Questionnaire It is used to obtain
data related to the subject matter of
this study and this is a guide to
reveal the purpose of this study.
Interview In this case will be
combined with three interview
models that include: structured
interviews that fit the design of the
learning development model.
Document study It is intended to
know more clearly existing data
which later as a comparison material
in this study.
IV. RESEARCH RESULT AND
DISCUSSION

The Value of Character Education Si
Mardan Story The following outlines
the karaker values that appear in the
story of Si Mardan. Explanation of
the description of the story of the
value of character education
embedded in the texts of the story of
Si Mardan seen in character
character: (a) honesty, (b) discipline,
(c) independent, (d) curiosity, (e)
love homeland, (f) friendly, (g)
communicative, (h) hard work, and
(i) romantic. Si Mardan is part
romantic male figure because it
proved the son of noble and
honorable can diperistrikannya. This
happens because it tends to
communicate with its feminine
speaking partner. It is seen in the
sentence in the supporting sentence
shown in the table by the keyword
indicated in the phrase or clause in
its communicative description. The
fact of Nation’s Character in Si
Mardan Tale Nation’s Character in
Si Mardan Tale. Si Mardan no
atheis.
Elemen
t

Understanding

Comm
unicati
ve

Communication
Description:
"Who do you say Bidin?
Mother Mardan: Melani
asked to welcome Bidin's
words.
"No. That's not true. I do
not have a mother. The
woman is a lie! Tell the
woman that I am not her
child. He's wrong
address! Mardan said
angrily. Hamid Bidin and
Melani are shocked
(Sahril, 2012: p.173).

I just give you
explanation so you are
not surprised to face the
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city people. They are
more mind-numbing than
their feelings. "Mr. Taha
gives his advice. He
believes Tagor will use
his mind with clearness.
She sees Tagor as an
easy-to-accept child. He
has the gift of being an
intelligent child "(Sahril,
2012: p. 53)

Communication
Description: "How does
Si Mardan work here?
Her mother gave her a
salam. She expected
Mardan to be a useful
child. " "Maybe one day
when I have enough
knowledge." "It should be
so. The village's own
children can improve the
thinking progress of their
villagers," said pakcik
"(Sahril, 2012: p.99).
Budi becomes the basic
value or final value
desired with the Malay
community in shaping
their character. Similarly,
when Malay adat
mentions that budilah
which became the main
basis of values that make
up the personality and
mental Malay. "If I
convert to Islam, am I not
disobedient to a parent?"
"You can not disobey
your parents, Islam does
not have its
penganganutya disobey
parents. Denied the words
of the parents should not
be "(Sahril, 2012).
Communication
Description: "Taha Taha

offers advice. She
believes Tagor will use
her witty minds. She sees
tagor as an easy child to
receive lessons. She has a
gift for being a smart kid.
"Do I have a name ?, Ask
Tagor. "It's up to you.
Man is given the mind by
God, the human nature
thinks "(Sahril, 2012). In
order to maintain
interpersonal relations,
Malay people express
themselves if they say
they are friends when
walking friends ", which
means better
communication begins by
saying" yes "first, by
building feelings of
comfort, willingness to
dialogue, or opening the
reception space in
communication, with how
to find a friend
bersanding in
communication, not
opponents compete.
Description
Communiqué: "How
about Mardan? Do you
like living in this town? "
"I still have to adjust. The
custom here is somewhat
different from the one in
the village. "Soon they
boasted, Mr. Taha came
down the things to the
boat. Mardan helped out
of the boat. "Is Mardan a
long time?" "Just now. I
leave this item for mom.
Tiur da Bapaktua. " "You
have not forgotten the
Tiur yet?" "Mardan red
face" (Sahril, 2012: p.
107).
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Communication
Description: "Taha Taha
offers advice. She
believes Tagor will use
her witty minds. She sees
tagor as an easy child to
receive lessons. She has a
gift for being a smart kid.
"Do I have a name ?, Ask
Tagor. "It's up to you.
Man is given the mind by
God, the human nature
thinks "(Sahril, 2012). In
order to maintain
interpersonal relations,
Malay people express
themselves if they say
they are friends when
walking friends ", which
means better
communication begins by
saying" yes "first, by
building feelings of
comfort, willingness to
dialogue, or opening the
reception space in
communication, with how
to find a friend
bersanding in
communication, not
opponents compete.
Description
Communiqué: "How
about Mardan? Do you
like living in this town? "
"I still have to adjust. The
custom here is somewhat
different from the one in
the village. "Soon they
boasted, Mr. Taha came
down the things to the
boat. Mardan helped out
of the boat. "Is Mardan a
long time?" "Just now. I
leave this item for mom.
Tiur da Bapaktua. " "You
have not forgotten the

Tiur yet?" "Mardan red
face" (Sahril, 2012: p.
107).

Failure of Mardan Character Based
on Islamic Character Values There
are some elements of the nation's
kareakter nihil on the character of Si
Mardan rather than the 18 characters
referred. Si Mardan's character fails
to build (1) religious values, (2)
responsibility, and (3)
democratically. As a successful
human figure who trades
domestically and even abroad then Si
Mardan who originally built up the
values of relegi and democratic but
ultimately failed because of rebellion
against his birth mother and did not
want to hear the advice of his friends
and his wife. This can be read in
Simardan's folklore (p.175). When
Mardan was advised to get off the
ship to meet his mother and Tiur,
who had been waiting for his return
from the overseas. He also rejected
the advice and advice of friends to go
down to meet his mother and family.
He actually hesitated and still think
that his mother to the beach about 3
km. The success and relegion of Si
Mardan visible on the text
identification in this table.
Communication Description:

"You can not disobey your
parents. Islam does not tell its
adherents to disobey the elderly. In
fact must respect it. Denied the
words of parents should not be.
Speaking of words, 'ah' alone should
not, let alone fight it "(Sahril, 2012:
p.67). According to Fate (1989), man
is not just a thinking creature, but a
creature who feels. The emotional
factor is actually more disputes and
conflicts between humans than the
mind aspect Because the balance of
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both in the practice of everyday life
is very important. "I can not wait to
be my child's denomination. How are
they all today! " "Ordinary Inang.Tak
no change, although in sailing after
the sea.Walauun he has visited
foreign countries." "Does my son
still want to go back to his village?"
"If this is not possible now,
Inang.Mardan has just got a job that
not everyone can do. (Sahril, 2012:
p.163).

According to Alisyahbana
(1989), Malays or Indonesia have a
concept of mind that combines
reason (reasoning) with feeling
(feeling). While the tradition of
Western philosophy, dicotomy two
aspects of the most important in
human beings. In the communication
perspective, the integration of the
mind does not merely convey the
message of thought (logic), but also
the message of feeling (the heart).
Both of these types must be
expressed properly and
appropriately. The integration shows
that in communicating emphasis is
not only given to the truth aspect of
the message, but especially on the
aspects of maintaining relationships
among the people involved. In that
context, the truth of the message is
not everything. Truth is not a fixed
price or something solely sought in
communication. Truth becomes
unimportant when communication
can damage relationships. For
Malays it means that we monopolize
the truth, feel the most righteous or
win the truth in the conversation,
while others who communicate with
us are humiliated, feel stupid, lose
their self-esteem, and ultimately
disinfect or destroy relationships that
are supposed to be stronger as a
result of communication. "Since he
was appointed captain he was given

the confidence of bringing a ship to
Tanjung Balai or wherever the ship's
owner ordered. Si Mardan did not
know how he would face his loved
ones and likened this joy. As a
successful skipper in his life, he felt
once respected people. When the
ship docked in the town of
Tanjungbalai, he felt home. The city
he once had before he became a
sailor” (Sahril, 2012: p.144). The
researchers concluded that Si
Mardan did not adhere to the
absolute teachings of Islam. He did
not apply the rule of glorifying the
biological parents. Si Mardan's mind
is secular; whereas Melani had
persuaded her to acknowledge her
mother is a Tagor Host whose value
is purely dominant with
dimensionless feelings. Cursing the
Hosts Tagor to his son Si Mardan is
a seimotic sign labeled Si Mardan a
son of disobedience similar to the
events of Sampuraga in Mandailing.
This event is also in the legend of the
Minangkabau region of the legend of
Malin Kundang (Umar Yunus,
1989). Followed by the student is a
persistent work attitude to success.
Thus, the students will avoid
negative attitudes made by Mardan
who ignore his biological mother.
The power of God's approval of his
courageous prayer from Mother Si
Mardan came the power of Mardan's
mother's prayer to paralyze her
child's arrogance in a similar manner
to the tsunami around the city of
Tanjungbalai. Many of the world's
events resemble tsunamis as
analogies that are imagined as
reinforcements to an arrogant person;
people who believe in the power of
God then people are immoral like Si
Mardan condemned with proof as a
disobedient character of the
teachings of God. Children should
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love and defend their parents is a
doctrine of the teachings of God
through the religion that dianutnya.
Prophet Noah is the character of a
rebellious child.

VI. CONCLUSION
Si Mardan has been to attack her
mothers as cybercrime because Si
Mardan no good people.
Character figure Si Mardan as a
successful human figures trade in
foreign countries and even abroad to
prove that the Mardan who originally
built values relegi as adherents of
religion who obey and mmenjauhi
ban God finally commit a sin based
on the rules of Islam. The Mardan is
cursed by God YMK thanks to the
prayer of the Mother (Host Tagor).
This is in accordance with the Core
Competencies (KI) in the Curriculum
2013: appreciate and live the
teachings it embraces. 2. The Mardan
does not appreciate democratic
values because he does not accept
the thought of the deliberations
proposed by his wife Melani, and the
proposal of Tiur and his mother's
argument.Si Mardan does not want
to hear the advice of the proponents
of this story and the Mardan Egoistis.
3. Si Mardan decide his own decision
to expel Inang Tagor from the arena
of communication event itu.Si
Mardan not good at communicating
strategy with the communicant: his
parents, Melani, Tiur, and the
community who participated in the
incident. Thus came another opinion
that Si Mardan is a story character
defamatory as a child of lawlessness
to his biological mother to  imension
universal.
There are 9 elements of nation
character as didactic infrastructure of
folklore Si Mardan. In accordance
with the description in the reference,

the main character in the story of Si
Mardannempati values associated
with (1) the value of honesty, (2) the
value of tolerance (3) the value of
discipline (d) the value of hard work,
(e) value (5) (6) the value of
curiosity, (7) the value of love land
ar (8) friendly value. This means that
there are some elements of the
nation's character nihil on the
character Si Mardan than the 18
characters referred. Si Mardan's
character fails to build values (1)
ethics, (2) responsibility, and (3)
democratically.
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